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0 – Introduction
The Furious FPV Radiance FC (flight controller) provides a blaze of feature packed brilliance that
equates to the perfect fit for models utilizing their own PDB (power distribution board).
Functionality is the key, but innovation is our specialty. The Radiance FC stacks with 4 in 1 ESC’s
for perfect CG, allowing optimized acro flight. When utilising your own PDB, weight and cost are
minimised.
High performance and user friendly, the Radiance FC features cutting edge F3 chip (MPU6000)
processing power, a built in BEC, integrated LC filter, iLap transponder, and a current sensor
input, just to name a few. With this feature packed insanity, the Radiance shadows all other
FC's, providing everything that's needed in one perfect package.
Step into the light with unworldly levels of capability & functionality, all at ultra-budget friendly
pricing. Simply put, this is the way we do it at Furious FPV.

1 – Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stackable 4 in 1 ESC Ready
Designed for Acro Precision and Race Speed
High Performance, User Friendly F3 MPU6000 Chip
Built-in High Power BEC
Integrated LC Filter for Perfect Clarity
Keeping Track with iLap Transponder
Incorporated Current Sensor Monitor Input
Ultra-Low Cost, Ultra-High Performance
2S-6S Ready
Ultra-Compact Design for Ease of Installation
Gold Plated Pads for the Very Best Connectivity
Heavy Duty 2A BEC @ 5V Output and 0.8A BEC @12V Output
Direct connection to VTX possible
Firmware Perfection via CleanFlight & BetaFlight
BLHeli Pass Through Setup
S-Bus Ready w/ Built In Inverter
Included Spektrum Satellite Port
FrSky Telemetry, Ready & Waiting
Full USB Support
Built-in Buzzer

2 – Software
The Radiance Flight Controller runs the open-source Betaflight or Cleanflight firmware which
has an ever-growing community of friendly developers and users.
The target is the same as the Piko BLX and Kombini - they share the same .hex file. Please see
the attached file provided by Furious FPV on the Radiance product webpage.

3 – Board Pinout

4 – Installation

5 – Initial Setup
Before you complete your build or install the Radiance FC you have to verify if everything is
running fine. Please read the following notes while configuring your Radiance with your PC.
Make sure you have the latest Silicon Labs CP2102 USB to UART Bridge VCP Drivers
installed in your PC. You can find them here:
•

https://www.silabs.com/products/mcu/Pages/USBtoUARTBridgeVCPDrivers.aspx
•
Install Cleanflight or Betaflight Configurator from the Google Chrome Apps section. You
must have Google Chrome web browser installed to do this.
•

Start the configurator.

•

Using a micro USB cable, connect the Radiance FC to the PC.

Click the Connect button, but first select the correct COM port. If you have any doubt,
take a look at Device Manager in order to find out.
•

The main window will look just like this. If you move the Radiance the virtual quad
mimics your movements.
•

Check the Sensors tab in Cleanflight Configurator or the Motors tab in Betaflight
Configurator. It has to look like this when you move your Radiance.
•

•
When you have verified everything is running fine with no issues disconnect your
Radiance FC by clicking the Disconnect button.

It’s highly recommended to upgrade the board to the latest firmware to get the most
recent features and bug fixes. Please, choose the latest stable release.
•

6 – Upgrading to the latest firmware
•
Connect your Radiance to your PC and open the Betaflight configurator. Go to Firmware
Flasher tab.
•

Select the PIKOBLX flight controller target and click on the latest stable version available.

•

Click on the Load Firmware (Online) button.

•
Click on the Flash Firmware button. The flashing bar will have three state messages to
let you know progress: Flashing, Verifying and Programming SUCCESSFUL.

7 – Basic setup
Please, follow carefully these next steps, and always remove your propellers when you’re
configuring your quad.
•

Calibrate sensors.

•

Configure serial ports.

UART 2 is used for serial receivers with protocols like S-Bus, SumH, SumD, Spektrum1024/2048,
XBus.
• UART 3 is used for telemetry, where you can select Smartport, FrSky…
• UART 1 is used for the OSD.
•

•

Choose the model and mixer (default is a Quad X).

•

Configure the receiver and set the channel mapping.

•

Configure channel mid and end points (1000 – 1500 – 2000) and individually trim the

channels from your transmitter.
•

Calibrate the ESCs.

•

Configure transmitter switches to activate the flight modes and other features like the

Beeper on demand.
•

Learn how to arm and disarm.

•

Verify the failsafe in your bench-test (Very important: do it without the propellers).

•

Read safety notes.

•

First flight should be in Acro / Rate mode. It’s the default mode when no other modes

are active / selected.
•

Tune your PIDs.

•

Fly safe and enjoy.

Appendix 1 – Quick start with the Furious mini Rx (FRSKy with SBus output)
•

Connect the receiver to the Radiance as shown below

•

Bind the Furious mini Rx to your transmitter

https://youtu.be/GJvtz4p_dFU
•

Configure the Radiance FC for SBus using the Cleanflight or BetaFlight configurator

•
In the PORTS tab, select UART2 and activate Serial RX.
•
Save by clicking on the Save and Reboot button.
•
In the CONFIGURATION tab, in the Receiver Mode section, select RX_SERIAL.
•
In the same tab, in the Serial Receiver Provider section, select SBUS.
•
Save by clicking on the Save and Reboot button.
•
Go to CLI and type the following commands:
set sbus_inversion = OFF
save
•
The FC will reboot, applying the change.
•
Go to the RECEIVER tab and make sure the receiver acts like it should.
•

Telemetry configuration

•
In the PORTS tab, select UART3 and select FrSky in Telemetry. Leave the baud rate to AUTO.
•
Go to CLI, and type the following commands:
set telemetry_inversion = OFF
save

The FC will reboot, applying the change.
•
Make sure you’re getting the telemetry values in our Taranis correctly.
•

Now continue with the setup of your model as normal.

Appendix 2 – Quick start with Spektrum Satellite
•
•
•
•
reboot’.

•

Start the Cleanflight configurator on your computer.
Plug your Spektrum Satellite into the Radiance FC.
Plug the Radiance FC into the computer, and connect to Cleanflight.
Click on the ports tab, and select UART2 as ‘Serial Rx’ as shown. Be sure to click on ‘save and

In the configuration tab, set the receiver mode – this will be ‘RX_SERIAL’.
Now select your receiver provider.
Either Spektrum1024 (DSM2) or Spektrum2048 (DSMX) as appropriate

That is all you need to set on this tab. Be sure to click on ‘save and reboot’.

•
Satellite binding
If you are using a Spektrum DMS2 or DSMX satellite, it is possible to bind the transmitter to the satellite
simply while it is connected the flight control, using the CleanFlight configurator. Note: CLI does not work
if the board is armed – as always be sure the board is not armed when in this tab.
If you are unsure how to do this, please refer to google, or simply bind the satellite using a standard
receiver…..

From the configuration tab be sure you have already selected "Rx Serial" and the correct
provider (e.g. SPEKTRUM2048 for DSMX)
•

In the CLI tab type "set spektrum_sat_bind = 9" for DSMX or "set spektrum_sat_bind =
5" for DSM2.
•
•

Type "save" and after the Piko reboots remove the USB cable to power off the Piko.

Wait a second and reconnect the USB cable. After cold start satellite led should start
blinking and transmitter should be turned on while pressing the bind button.
•

After binding the satellite led should be solid. Connect the configurator again and use
the receiver tab to test that satellite is working correctly.
•

•
The final step is to go to CLI tab and type "set spektrum_sat_bind = 0" and then type
"save". This must be done so that satellite doesn't go back to binding mode when the Piko is
repowered again.
•
Next click on the receiver tab. You need to confirm all controls are assigned correctly, and
moving in the correct directions.
Turn on your transmitter, and wait for your satellite LED to indicate connected. If this does not happen,
you will need to re-bind your receiver. If you are using a satellite, it will be powered from your computer
USB during setup.
Channel assignments:
•
•
•

In the channel map box select the drop down for JR/Spektrum/Graupner
Now click ‘save’
Check everything works as expected.

Double check the channel assignments are correct by moving each stick on your transmitter in
turn, and watching for correct slider movement.
Control direction check (in the receiver tab):
Now that you have the channel assignments correct, carefully check control directions. The
following should move the sliders LEFT:
Aileron stick LEFT
Elevator stick BACK (toward you, up elevator)

Rudder stick LEFT
Throttle stick BACK (toward you, low throttle)
Use your TRANSMITTER servo reverse switches to get the sliders on the screen working in the
correct directions.
This is what full up elevator, low throttle, left aileron and left rudder should look like. Use your
transmitter travel adjust to get the sliders moving from 1000 to 2000 with full deflection on each
stick.

While on this screen, move the switches on your transmitter, and find one that moves any of the
auxiliary functions Aux 1-4. Note the Aux number associated with the switch you will use for
arming. If possible, program your transmitter so the switch controlling this function is in a
location that you can use it to disarm the model quickly in a crash. Arming and other switch
functions are activated in the MODES tab.

